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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we study the characteristic polynomials of graphs which admit 
semifree actions of an abelian group. Using the method of group matrices, we are able 
to show that the characteristic polynomial of a such a graph is factorized into a 
product of a polynomial associated to the orbit of the action and a polynomial 
associated to the free part of the action. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For a finite graph G = (V(G), E(G)), let A(G) be an adjacency matrix for 
G with respect to an ordering of V(G). The characteristic polynomial cp(G; x) 
for G is defined to be the characteristic polynomial of A(G). The roots of 
cp(G; x) are the eigenvalues of G, and the family of roots constitutes the 
spectrum of G. We refer to [l] for the basic results and other references. In a 
recent paper [4], we have studied the characteristic polynomials of graphs 
with nontrivial involutions. In this paper, we will extend the results in [4] to 
graphs which admit semifree finite abelian group actions. For our purpose, we 
will consider weighted pseudographs. A weighted pseudograph K = (V, w) 
consists of a finite vertex set V and a weight function w : V X V + C. For 
convenience, we assume that w is symmetric. For a labeled weighted pseudo- 
graph K, let A(K) = [ w(ui, uj)] be its adjacency matrix and let cp(K; X) = 
det(xZ - A(K)). Let I be a finite abelian group. We say that K admits a 
I-action if I c Aut(K). For v E V, let v* = {y(v)]y E I’} be the orbit which 
contains v, and let V* = {v*Iv E V} be the set of orbits. Let F = {v E V]y(v) 
= v for all y E I} be the set of fixed vertices. We say that I acts freely on K if 
y(v) = v for any v E V implies y = identity, and that I acts semifreely on K if 
I acts freely on K - F, where K - F is the induced subgraph of K with vertex 
set V - F. Suppose that I’ acts semifreely on K. We define the orbit graph K * 
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with vertex set V* as follows. For u*, v* E V*, let 
I 
w(u, 0) if u,vEF, 
]r]%( u, 0) if uGF, v4F or 
w*( u*, v*) = u@F, VEF 
c w(u,y(v)) if uPF, vPF. 
YEr 
Then our main result can be stated as follows. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let r be a finite abelian group and let K be a finite 
weighted pseudograph. Suppose that I? acts semifieely on K. Let F be the set 
of fixed vertices. Then 
Note that if K is a graph, then rp(K - F;x)cp((K - F)*;x)-’ is an 
integral polynomial. Thus we obtain the following result of Mowshowitz [2] as 
a corollary. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let G be a finite graph. If cp(G; x) is irreducible then 
Aut G = 1. 
2. FOURIER MATRIX FOR AN ABELIAN GROUP 
In this section, we recall some basic results on group matrices for abelian 
groups. 
Let P={y,=l,..., y, _ i} be a finite abelian group of order m with its 
elements arranged in a fixed order. An m x m block matrix A = [ Ai j] O Q i, ji m 
of h x h blocks Aij over C is a block group matrix for P if there is a mapping 
f: IY -+ C,, the ring of h x h matrices over C, such that Aij= f(y;‘yj) for all 
0 < i, j < m. Note that (f( yO), . . . , f(y,_l)) is the first row of blocks of A. 
From the representation theory of finite groups, there are exactly m 
inequivalent irreducible representations of P, which are all ‘l-dimensional. We 
denote those representations by X, = 1,. . . ,X*-r. Let the Fourier matrix Qr 
for l? be defined by 
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It is well known that !& is unitary. The most important property of an abelian 
group matrix is the following: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a block group matrix of I? with the defining map 
f: r + Cc,. Let d = Ci12,C31,. Then 
We refer to [3] for a proof and related results on group matrices. 
3. A PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
As in the introduction, let I = {ye = 1,. . . , y,_ 1} be a finite abelian group 
of order m, and let K = (V, w) be a weighted pseudograph such that 17 acts 
on K semifreely. Let F be the set of fixed vertices, let s = 1 F I, and let 
IV*1 = s + t. Then IV] = s + mt. Let the vertices V= (oi,...,~~} be arranged 
so that F =(u,,..., u,}, and for 1 Q i < t, ukt+s+i = Y~(u~+~). Then V* = 
<v;,...,u,*,, }. ForyEI,let f(y)=[~(w,+~,y(u,+~)]~~~,~~~. It iseasy tosee 
that the (i, j) entry of the (h, k) block of A(K - F) is given by 
W(vht+s+i’ ‘kt+s+j ). Hence 
W(vht+s+i, *kt+s+j )=W(Yh(o,+i)~Y~(v,+j)) 
This shows that the (h, k) block of A(K - F) is equal to f(yk ‘yk). This 
implies that A( K - F) is a block group matrix for I with defining map f. Let 
J be a 1 x s matrix with all entries equal to 1. Let B = 
[W(2)i,~~+j)ll~igs,l~j~t’ Then 
It follows that the adjacency matrix for K can be partitoned as 
A(K)= I A(F) J@B (JGS)~ I A(K-F) ’ 
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where A(F) and A( K - F) are the adjacency matrices for F and K - F 
respectively. 
Let d = Qt,@Z, and U = I,@ a. Then U is unitary and 
U-lA(K)U= U*A(K)U 
A(F) J@B Js 0 
I[ .I (J@B)’ A@- F) 0 fl 
(l@B)fi 1 fi*A(K - F)fi ’ 
Note that 
(JsB)fi = (JsB)(Q8Z,) = J&-@B 
= [hB,O ,..., 01. 
Here we have used the following identity on representations: 
yxi(gj) = (; 
j=O 
;fhei;; 
Note also that by Theorem 2.1 we have 
77-l 
( 
m-1 
@A(K- F>Q= jf30 C xj(Yi)f(Yi) . 
i=O i 
It follows that 
Note that A(F) &B 
A( K*) = m-l 
i 1 GBt C f(Yi) i=O 
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and 
It follows that 
m-1 
t-c - F)*) = c f(Yi>. 
i=O 
( 
m-1 
det “- C xj(Yi>f(Yi) 
i=O II 
m-1 m-1 
=QJ(K*; x)q((K-F)*; x)-’ JFo XI- C Xj(Y~>f(Yi> 
i=O 
This completes the proof of our main result. 
Finally, we remark that since 
I I A(F) fiB A(F) mB XI,+, - J;rtBf A((&F)*) II B’ A(@-F)*) ’ 
r&K*; x) is an integral polynomial if K is a graph. 
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